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Ransomes Auto-Certes 20" cut & 18" cut
for a superb finish to golf greens, cricket squares and bowling greens

Single point height-of-cut. A single micro hand wheel adjusts the height-of-cut from 1/4" to 3/4" at only 1/64 at a time.

Dual control. Separate landroll and reel clutches enable easy control of the mower at all times. Brush and Comb Set. A nylon brush and steel comb are optional extras, for controlled turf grooming.

Super strength cutting reel. The 10-knife, impact resistant steel, cutting reel stays razor sharp longer—gives a perfect finish.

Transporting. Power-driven transport wheels allow quick, effortless site-to-site transportation.

Outrigger rolls. Fitted as optional extensions to normal front roll—gives extra stability on undulating green.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich.

Manufacturers of the largest range of grass machinery in Europe
**6' HAYTERMOWER**

The 6ft. Haytermower rotary grass cutter is a fully trailed machine with 6ft. cut. It follows closely the contours of undulating ground and for rough cutting on golf courses it cannot be bettered. It will cut grass of any length even in wet conditions. Rate of cut 3 acres per hour in good conditions.

- Easy positive cutting height adjustment from 1” to 5” in six positions.
- Cuts any length of grass — wet or dry.
- Operates from the tractor p.t.o.
- Robustly constructed.
- Cuts quickly and efficiently without choking.

Hayter

**HAYTERS LTD.**

22 SPELLBROOK

BISHOP'S STORTFORD  HERTS

Tel: Sawbridgeworth 3444
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Versatile, and economical in operation, the Leyland 154 is ideal for turf maintenance work. Its light weight is a great advantage when working on grass where heavy tractor wheel pressures are to be avoided. With 25 h.p., compact dimensions and the ability to manoeuvre in confined spaces, the 154 is the 'PERFORMANCE' lightweight tractor for work on golf courses, parks and sports grounds. Leyland 154 features include 9-speed gearbox with 3 reverse gears, independent hydraulics and 2-speed P.T.O. There's a wide range of optional extras and specialised equipment. Arrange a demonstration with your Leyland tractor distributor or write for information to:

British Leyland Truck & Bus Division, Ltd., Tractor Operations, Leyland Scotland Bathgate, Scotland.
Sir John Borthwick has received planning permission for a proposal for two full-size golf courses, one private and one public, together with a pitch-and-putt course on his Fox Hills estate at Langcross, near Chobham Common in Surrey.

* * * *

Eltham Warren Golf Club in Kent is threatened by the line of Ringway 2 round London. Stan Barrow, its professional, has found 207 acres not far from Eltham and has already persuaded 22 members to back the scheme with £1,000 each. One of them even promised £10,000 and the bank manager is prepared to lend another £50,000.

* * * *

The Burgh of St. Andrews has more than the normal local authority worries if the Wheatley recommendations for the reorganisation of Local Government come into operation in 1975. Control of the Links could pass entirely into the hands of the new District Authority which would have to consider its full resident population as well as the people of St. Andrews.

* * * *

It now seems certain that Immingham will get its own golf course. Grimsby Rural District Council has agreed to start negotiations to lease 60 acres for nine holes and to make available a further 70 acres in the future for the second nine. The Council has set aside £40,000 to buy the land and will rent it to the North East Lincolnshire Development Association at a rent big enough to cover the loan charges.
QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR

By LEE RECORD
Mid-Continent Director USGA—Green Section

Q: With rising labour costs, omission of daily maintenance practices has become a serious problem, especially with sand trap maintenance. What is the best particle size sand to use in sand traps or should we change to grass bunkers?

A: Selecting the sand which is to comprise the bunker is of utmost importance. There are uniform systems of classification which can be used as a guide for sand selection. The National Bureau of Standards (U.S. No.) and American Standard for Testing Materials (A.S.T.M.) are two systems of classification. The classification systems are based on particle size.

The best particle size for sand traps is a very coarse sand (1 mm. in size). From an economic standpoint it may be quite costly to obtain sand this uniform size because of the special screening that would undoubtedly be required. Particle size may easily be reached in some localities, however, individual grains have to be examined closely. Rounded grains will leave the sand too loose and golf balls will be buried too deeply. It is preferred that angular grains be used rather than rounded ones.

Particle size too, affects the speed of play. Any sand exploded on a green over 1 mm. may result in players picking up each individual grain. Mowing equipment may easily be dulled or knocked out of adjustment from large particle size.

Sand in traps cannot be hard to handicap the golfer who already is in a hazard and is being penalised. Normally, a golfer should have an option of playing a "clean" shot, picking the ball clean or to "explode". Depending upon the banks of a bunker, an explosion shot is the normal shot used. Sand that is too hard prevents this type of shot. A normal sand wedge has a flange at its base; this flange is thick and it must have soft sand to execute the explosion shot. A wedge being used on hard sand bounces off the sand and all ball control is lost.

The condition of traps around greens should consist of a soft, coarse, uniformly raked sand. The depth of sand in these traps should be from four to six inches.

Depending upon particle size of sand, it will take several months up to a year for sand to settle properly. A uniform, coarse sand of the 1 mm. particle size will take several months, while silica sand, a by-product of the glass industry, will take a year or so.

Sand should offer a hazard. The ball should bury up to one-half its depth or less. It should not sit up on top to provide a clean shot. The sand bunker should be a fair hazard; sand should contribute, not minimize the hazard.

Should the decision be to convert to grass bunkers, grass would ease maintenance time required above that of sand. It might also speed up play, as footprints or steps would not have to be retraced or raked. Traffic patterns would not necessarily be worn around greens as they presently are. Grass, however, would not be as attractive as sand. Sand provides a visual aid for the golfer to the target area. A normal height of cut for grass bunkers would be between two and four inches.

Questions that will face many club officials and course superintendents will be either continuing to meet the high cost of daily sand bunker maintenance or of gradually eliminating unnecessary sand bunkers and establishing grass bunkers in their place.

With acknowledgements to "The Golf Superintendent"
The new Vari-Gang.
A major advance in big-area mower design.

Anything from the roughest of the rough to the smoothest of fairways, with the same basic gang unit.

With its easily interchangeable cutters of 5 or 8 blades, the new Atco Vari-Gang offers a choice of twenty-five or forty cuts per yard.

It converts just as easily from three units to five...to seven...to nine...all in a matter of minutes. And converting the triple to hydraulic lifting by means of a simple optional kit is almost as quick.

The Vari-Gang's compact unit construction and flexibility of lay-out provide a contour-hugging cut over the most hummocky ground, with the minimum risk of scalping.

Full details of the Vari-Gang and demonstration facilities can be obtained from Atco at the address below, or from your local Atco stockist. Why not find out more about the Vari-Gang now?

ATCO As famous as the lawns we cut.

CHARLES H. PUGH LTD., P.O. BOX 256, ATCO WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, B9 4PR. Tel: 021-772 2524
But not the St Andrews where the American visitor is supposed to have said, “Really a very good course for such a small town!” We are discussing San Andres de Llavaneras, a tiny nine holes on the coast about 20 miles north of Barcelona. The club started in the twenties and Peter Gannon, an English amateur who designed some golf courses abroad in the twenties, helped to lay it out. He did not have very much help from the ground. There were only 30-odd acres on the side of a steep hill and they produced about 2,500 yards with two holes crossing and the player in mortal danger throughout the round.

In 1967, while involved in the new course at Pals, further to the north of the Costa Brava (the Spanish Open Amateur Championship was held there last September), I looked in at Llavaneras hoping to see what grass they used. But the situation was far from clear. Then in February 1968, a telegram came, “Would I meet Sénor Villalonga at a hotel in London?” We met and he unfolded a plan. It could only be Llavaneras hoping to see what grass they used. But the situation was far from clear.

Then in February 1968, a telegram came, “Would I meet Sénor Villalonga at a hotel in London?” We met and he unfolded a plan. It could only be Llavaneras hoping to see what grass they used. But the situation was far from clear.

Honesty obliged me to say that fundamental improvement was out of the question here on a course in play but being younger in those days and brightening at a mention of extra land, I arranged a visit. Unfortunately, it had to be on a Sunday. With virtually no rough, and players everywhere, an inspection of the layout was perilous and the extra land was not much help.

One piece was like the dome of St Pauls and detached. The other was a 3-acre triangle alongside the 8th which already received a good share of golf balls sliced off the side of the hill at that hole or hooked from the 7th which occupied roughly the same area.

I took my plans to the clubhouse but the accommodation emphasised the social rather than the administrative side of club life and, like the course, offered no retreat for the golf architect. As a result, every member became involved in designing the alterations. Of these, the most popular was a par-5 which ran from one end of the course to the other and looked like being the longest hole in Catalonia.

After several aperitivos, lunch did nothing to relieve a growing somnolence induced by heat, travel, repetitive discussions in a foreign tongue and the dry white wine of nearby Alella. A Committee Meeting was arranged for the evening and it was clearly undesirable to fall asleep while that was going on. I, therefore, made a further inspection of the layout, this time seeking a quiet corner for a siesta. There was still no such place. Every inch of the course was in play. But a vacant lot behind the clubhouse was big enough to provide a quick ziz out of sight. One does not approve of going to sleep on the job but sometimes there is no alternative.

Committee Meetings in Spain are not based on an agenda (and I regret to note an increasing tendency towards the resulting general discussion in this country). But the central topic was clear and the proposals even clearer after the unofficial run-through in the morning. I explained that four changes would enable the 2nd hole to play behind the 1st green instead of across the approach and also allow the 7th and 8th to have separate fairways. It would even enable the 9th green to be moved as the clubhouse extensions planned looked like finishing in its left-hand wing bunker.

Sénor Bernades, the President, turned to Sénor Villalonga. “Carta blanca” he said, which I took to be some kind of document. Villalonga left the room and we continued to discuss details of the layout.

Three-quarters of an hour later he returned, rather glassy-eyed I thought, and sat down. “I’ve bought it” he said. He had visited the proprietor of the triangle by the 8th, taken a few glasses, agreed the price for the land,
The cost cutter

The TORO 70" professional power-driven gang mower. For tees, aprons and bunkers.

The Toro 70" is a professional machine. For those who expect professional results.

☐ One man riding the Toro 70" can do the work of four with pedestrian machines – to free them for other work. ☐ Three 25" power driven cutters. ☐ Low centre of gravity for stability on slopes. ☐ Low pressure tyres for perfect traction in wet conditions – without marking. ☐ Good power/weight ratio for negotiating slopes and tackling dense sward. ☐ Powerful 6½ h.p. cast iron cylinder 4-stroke engine. ☐ Single rear wheel steering for maximum manoeuvrability. ☐ Optional grass boxes for collection on tees and aprons.

Flymo

INSTITUTIONAL

Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4PT
(Watford 41301).
Sole distributors for TORO in U.K.
and Channel Islands.
arranged terms of payment, so much down—so much over three years and clinched the deal. This I felt was the way to move. A typewriter was then brought in, a solicitor started to dictate and the formal papers were ready by 9 p.m.

No work was to be done until competitions finished at the end of September. But in July, there was a telephone call. "We have decided to close the course during alterations. You can now do what you like." These instructions are so rare that I took them literally and prepared plans, profiles and sections for recontouring every hole to remove freakish slopes. This involved cutting 16 feet deep at some points.

On the 1st October I went out, set out the pegs and offered to return when they started work. On the 14th October, another telegram. "Please come on 21st". This was in line with Llavaneras traditions. Three weeks from setting out to starting work is very reasonable. In the event, they were roughly a quarter of the way through the bulk excavations and top-soil had been stripped from most of the course and all was exactly in accordance with the plans. This is not a common occurrence on golf courses. But Senor Fradera, a leading Committee Member, had engaged a "paregador" who is rather better than a clerk of works.

The soil has a beautiful texture from decomposed granite and large reserves appeared at a depth free of weed seed. These were suitably distributed and planting started in December. A certain Senor Mas has large nurseries of an Agrostic Stolonifera strain at Llavaneras. Stolons were spread liberally over the ground and then rolled with vertical discs which pushed them into the surface. In January 1969, some of the stolons already had an inch or more of root and by April, all was green.

The Members meanwhile had been distributed round neighbouring courses—San Cugat, Pals, Costa Brava and El Prat—but they reassembled at Christmas to see how the works were progressing. A route was signposted all round the course and they were organised into foursomes, each in a car, and were sent off from the first tee at intervals by the starter to drive the nine holes.

February to April is a good season for grass growth in that climate but the opening was delayed until the 1st July. By this time there was a uniform turf everywhere with no weed and no rogue grasses. A reservoir had been made for full watering, a new car park had been squeezed out of an odd corner, full size palm and pine trees had been planted at strategic points, and the size of the clubhouse had been trebled with putting green, new terraces and approach — a busy nine months.

At first they thought the new course was too easy. But when the memories of the old course had faded, the problems of golf itself took charge and in a recent professional competition, there were only two rounds one below par.

I have tried to think why a lot of courses in Britain do not undertake a transformation of this sort. It is more difficult in a colder country with congested courses but the real answer is probably more simple. Money!
High work rate airborne mowers

- High work rate over long periods – without operator fatigue.
- Low running costs. Ideal for golf courses, verges and caravan sites.
- Flymo Contractors have more power and lower fuel consumption.
- Rugged engine with on/off switch. Heavy duty bearings and dual air filter system reduce engine wear.
- 3 position undercarriage, to improve handling in very difficult areas and give easy site-to-site transport, is standard on the 21" and optional on the 19".

The airborne mowers designed for high work load. Ideal for Golf Courses, Caravan Sites, Road Verges.

Flymo INSTITUTIONAL
Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4PT
(Watford 41301)
Elvin Pennants announce that their 1971 brochure is now available on application to Elvin Pennants, 32 Savernake Road, Melksham, Wilts.

VEB Landscape Reclamation Limited, well known as early pioneers of the hydraulic seeding technique in the UK, announce that the arrangement whereby for the past three years they have carried out all hydraulic seeding work for Scottish Land (Contracts) Limited in Scotland and the north of England has now ceased.

Enquiries for this type of work in those areas mentioned should now be addressed to the London office of VEB Landscape Reclamation Limited at 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P OBR.

TED REILLY, Ransomes resident representative for North America, has had the honour of being invited by the Royal Canadian Golf Association, sponsors of the International Turf Grass Conference, to give a paper entitled “Past and Future Trends in Grass Maintenance Equipment”. Held in Montreal during March, the Conference was attended by leading green superintendents and golf club secretaries from Canada and the U.S.A.

Ted Reilly has had a wide experience in grass machinery and grass maintenance equipment both in the United Kingdom and Eire, prior to his recent appointment to North America.

---

FOR ALL GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT

Suppliers to the world since 1896

The range comprises:

TEE LITTER BINS
Colours: Red, White or Yellow.

TEE PYRAMID MARKERS
Colours: Red, White or Yellow.

TEE CUBES
Colours: Red, White or Yellow.

TEE ARROWS
Colour: White.

TEE DISCS
Colour: White.

Complimentary to the above are the existing items, such as Polythene Tee Balls in red, white and yellow; Bogey-type Hole Cup in nylon (one-piece moulding); and the Fibreglass Flagstaffs, as listed in our current Golf Catalogue.

WRITE TO US FOR PRICE LIST AND LATEST CATALOGUE

H. PATTISSON & CO. LTD.
STANMORE, MIDDLESEX
01-954 4171
Probably not. But establishing and maintaining a good turf is no easy matter, even for an experienced man. No matter if the game is golf, cricket, bowls, tennis, polo, football or hockey we have the right mixture of grasses. But sometimes it is necessary to devise prescriptions to meet special conditions. And sometimes problems arise in turf management which call for specialist advice. This is where Suttons unique experience comes in, experience gained by years of planting, growing, blending, experimenting. Our team of experts, headed by Bob Palin, will be delighted to help you.

Send today for Suttons 1971 Catalogue - “Your Grass Seeds and Sports Turf Needs” for the full story, as well as lots of useful information and ideas. This is free and gives you a ready guide to the best range of grass seeds and turf dressings on the market. It is also a sound basis for your own turf care ideas.

Suttons Seeds
READING • BERKS • Tel: Reading 61151
NOTICE OF MEETING

NOTICE is hereby given that an EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING will be held at

The English Speaking Union,
37 Charles Street,
Berkeley Square,

on Saturday, 8th May 1971 at 12 noon.

BUSINESS — To consider and vote on a proposition from the Executive Committee that Membership Subscriptions should be increased as from the 1st May 1971 to:

Class A membership £2.00
Class B membership 1.50
Class C membership 1.00
Class D membership 2.00
Class E membership 2.50

WAGES SCALE RECOMMENDATION

At the Executive Meeting on 27th March 1971, the Committee recommended an increase on their 1970 figures, and suggest they should now read:

Head Greenkeeper £28.00 to £32.00 plus accommodation
First Assistant £21.00 to £24.00
Assistant £17.00 to £20.00

R. C. CRAIG
AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS
★ Agents for: RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES Ltd.
★ LLOYDS & Co. Ltd.
WEBBS LAWN MOWERS
★ Distributors: DENNIS BROS Ltd.
GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise on your grass cutting equipment or arrange demonstrations. Ring us now.

★
153 Arch Stamford Brook
Station, LONDON, W.6.
RIVERSIDE 5415
Their game could depend on yours.

Your game is choosing the right fertilizer.

We'd like to think Greenkeeper 2 is the right fertilizer, no matter what type of green you keep.

It's made up of peat-impregnated granules and is a fast-acting fertilizer for fine turf.

It's made by the unique Hi-Lite process and is easy to handle, with no dust problem.

Greenkeeper 2 acts faster and lasts longer than any ordinary fertilizer giving consistently good results, with no scorching.

That's the benefit.

Greenkeeper 2, the reliable one.

You can depend on it.

Greenkeeper 2
A QUESTION OF FERTILISERS

By W. N. S. BISSET,
Advisory Officer, Sports Turf Research Institute

As the season has arrived when most of the outdoor maintenance activities on a golf course have commenced, most clubs will have applied their fertiliser. The bills for these materials and other items will have been received and almost invariably will show some increase on the previous year. This usually gives rise to queries by committee men on the necessity for the various materials and ways to keep expenditure to a minimum are examined.

Why Fertiliser?
Of all the factors influencing growth, the nutrient status of the soil is one which can be partially affected by the greenkeeper. However, the extent to which fertilisers improve gross growth is not only dependent on the quantity and quality applied but also on the effects of the other inter-related factors, e.g. light, temperature, moisture and air. Lime is not a fertiliser but is sometimes required to correct over-acidity which restricts growth and fertiliser availability.
To obtain the optimum grass growth, providing that all other factors are favourable, a wide range of mineral elements are required. Most soils, however, naturally contain sufficient minor elements to grow satisfactorily and in general only the major nutrients require replacing, i.e. Nitrogen (N), Phosphate (P) and Potash (K).
Different soils have different levels of natural resources which the bacteria, etc. convert to available plant foods.
For plants to take up the N, P and K these nutrients have to be in a soluble state and, therefore, are liable to leaching by rainwater and loss into the drains. This point is illustrated by a number of reports of stimulated weed growth blocking rivers as a result of leached fertilisers from agricultural land. The naturally produced elements are, of course, subject to the same losses as applied fertilisers. Artificial watering can also increase the losses by this method.

Once the plants absorb the nutrients they are used to build up plant tissue and it can be seen from this that on golf greens and tees where the grass clippings are removed the nutrients are also removed. A further loss is now created.
Fertilisers are, therefore, required to maintain the balance of nutrient levels so that optimum grass growth is obtained. On a golf green higher levels of fertiliser treatment are required because (a) wear is more intensive and quicker recovery is necessary, (b) clippings are usually removed and (c) artificial watering increases leaching.
On a golf tee fertiliser treatment should only be slightly less intensive than on a green as quick recovery from wear damage is necessary to maintain satisfactory playing conditions. Circumstances on a fairway are different as clippings are invariably returned thus creating a cycle of nutrients. However, occasional fertilising may be necessary to make up losses due to other causes.

What Fertiliser?
Once it has been decided that fertiliser is necessary the type of fertiliser to use is the next consideration. Different materials have been shown in experiments to have different effects on turf. The three major nutrient, N, P and K, are required annually by the grass plant. The form in which these elements are applied is important. Experiments have shown that alkaline N fertilisers such as nitrate of soda should be avoided as they lead to a turf which is wormy and weedy. Organic N fertilisers have a similar effect if used alone but have advantages which merit their inclusion in mixtures — they are slower acting and assist drought resistance.
The acidic N fertilisers should, therefore, be used and the most convenient is sulphate of ammonia with dried blood or hoof and horn forming the organic content.

(continued on page 16)
Sports turf takes a lot of looking after. Up until now you could have chosen a wide range of different weedkillers to keep your turf clean.

Fisons, Britain's leading producers of weedkillers, offer you the easy way of winning the weed game. With just two products. Mecodex and Cambadex.

Highly-active, broad-spectrum weedkillers. Together they can solve all your major weed problems, at just one simple dose rate.

For free advice and information ring the Fisons' Sales Office at Claydon (near Ipswich) 492.

You've got nothing to lose.

Mecodex and Cambadex.

With these two on your side you always win.
To apply P, superphosphate is prominent as the most suitable, with bone meal providing the organic content. Basic slag provides phosphate but also contains lime and will lead to weed and worm invasion if used regularly.

To apply potash, sulphate of potash is the most suitable material.

**What Form of Fertiliser?**

To apply fertiliser to the fine turf on greens a powdered formulation is to be preferred as there is no risk of the localised scorch which is often obtained with granular materials. On tees either a powder or granular may be used according to preference. The ease with which granular fertilisers are handled makes these materials most suitable for application to the much larger fairway areas.

Liquid fertilisers are often suggested but they have decided limitations. The kind of fertiliser which can be used is restricted by solubility difficulties and there are problems in application. Because of the quantity of liquid involved there is a risk of scorch when applied by a sprayer and because even distribution is required application by a sprinkler is not recommended.

**How is Fertiliser Applied?**

The methods which are used to apply fertilisers are varied involving hand or machine application. The person or persons whose job it is to apply the material should obviously be competent. Damage by uneven fertiliser distribution is not only harmful to the sward itself where excess can cause scorching but also to the general appearance where areas may be missed. When dealing with powdered materials it is, of course, essential to bulk the actual fertiliser with a suitable dry carrier, e.g. screened sandy compost to obtain an even spread. This applied whether the fertilisers are applied by hand or machine.

If a machine is employed it is important to ensure that calibration is carried out prior to each treatment so that no more (or less) than the required amount of fertiliser is applied. It is argued, and justifiably so, that a skilled man spreading fertiliser by hand is still one of the best methods of applying fertiliser.

**When Fertiliser?**

In the spring it is important to select the correct time of application and this can be done accurately using local knowledge of weather etc. Often a “false spring” occurs early in the year only to be followed by a sudden cold spell. To obtain full benefit from fertilisers in the spring the grass should be starting to grow (seen as greening up of rough or hedgerows, etc.) and the fertilisers will then boost the natural growth.

Further fertilisers are generally required during the season and should be applied when growth from the previous dressings is beginning to die down, the object being to maintain even growth throughout the season. The fixture card should be borne in mind so disturbance of play is minimised.

Still and showery weather is best suited to the application of either powder or granular fertilisers but the lack of wind is not so critical with the granular types. Artificial watering removes some of the doubts regarding when to fertilise but excess water can lead to uneven distribution.

**Where Fertiliser?**

As stated previously fertilisers are required regularly on greens, surrounds and approaches, tees and, as often as necessary, on fairways. Selective fertilising of weaker areas of finer turf is not generally recommended but on fairways more frequent treatment can be carried out on weaker parts.

In organising the fertiliser treatment on one’s particular course, a soil analysis should occasionally be carried out as a check; one of the services provided to member clubs by the Research Station. Poor results can be obtained by using too little fertiliser or the wrong material, just as too much fertiliser can create an amount of top growth far in excess of requirements and in the latter case there is obviously room to prune the budget.

**USED GOLF BALLS BOUGHT**

Any quantity. Price 4s. per dozen. Solid and perished balls no value.

Sparkbrook Golf Ball Co. Ltd.,
291 Highgate Road, Birmingham, 12.
Supaturf fertilisers are scientifically blended to ensure the correct proportions of organic and inorganic ingredients. They provide a regular and sustained release of essential plant food throughout the growing season.

**Supaturf** Spring/Summer Fertiliser for Fine Turf

**Supaturf** Spring/Summer Outfield Pelleted Fertiliser for Football Grounds, Cricket Outfields, Golf Fairways, etc.

Prices and details on request.

SUPATURF PRODUCTS LTD WERRINGTON PETERBOROUGH PHONE 72470

GRASS SEEDS - FERTILISERS - DRESSINGS - SPORTS GROUND - PARK & HORTICULTURAL SUPPLIES

---

**ESTABLISHED Tradition**

is important to our highly skilled team of maintenance and service engineers. Immediate delivery of spare parts — from the largest stock of spares in the trade. An immediate service exchange assembly (engines, cutting cylinders, magneto, etc.). Reliable maintenance service to keep your equipment in top working order. Our Service Engineers and Demonstrators are available at any time. H.P. facilities available.

NEW EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK

- Distributors and Authorised Repair Agents to Ransomes, Sims and Jeffries.
- Official London Area Distributors for Ransomes specialist machines

**HONDA** Officially Appointed Service Depot for VILLIERS & J.A.P. Industrial and Agricultural Engines.

**RELF AND KENDALL**

406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY. CRO 057H

Member of the British Golf Greenkeepers' Association

Member of the National Association of Groundsmen

Contractors to: Municipal Authorities, Sports Clubs, Golf Clubs, Reconditioning and Maintenance of all grass cutting equipment.
PLAYERKILL on Frosty Greens

TO PLAY OR NOT TO PLAY . . . WHOSE DECISION?

By PAUL M. ALEXANDER, Ph.D. GCSAA Director of Education

Like a slap in the face, the sign on No. 1 tee coldly states, “Golf Course Closed Because of Frost.”

The overworked, harassed green chairman sighs resignedly and says, “Boy! How will I explain this to the Saturday morning boys?”

He turns and enters the pro shop. Before getting half way through, the golf professional halts him with a half-hearted, “Good morning, Mr . . .”

After a pause, he asks, “Say, do you think we can get the superintendent to reconsider and open the course? We’ve already had to close four Saturdays this year because of rain and this sure bites into my sales.”

Shaking his head, the green chairman heads for the locker room again, only to be stopped once more. The first four-some of the “Saturday morning dew-busters” group has recently arrived and they look pretty steamed up!

“Why on earth should the superintendent close the course because of a little frost. I pay dues all year ‘round and I resent coming here and being told that I can’t play . . . besides, Saturday morning is the only time I can get out for golf.”

“Look, there are only four of us and we certainly can’t cause any damage. How about letting us tee it up?”

Unaware of turf threat

Does all of this sound too familiar? It certainly should — particularly for those courses located in areas where fall and spring frosts are common occurrences. And it is only natural for people to react in this manner. Why shouldn’t they? Their reactions stem from the fact that they, unlike the superintendent, do not know why traffic on frosted turf (especially greens) presents a threat to the continued health, vigour and play-ability of that turf.

Expose them to facts

This is not to say that we should try to make every green chairman, golf professional, club manager or golfer an expert agronomist. Far from it. On the other hand, it actually behooves us to make sure that they are exposed to certain facts about “playerkill” . . . which is the net result of permitting play on frosted or frozen turf.

An example of how frost can affect major tournaments took place recently during the Del E. Webb Pro-Am in Nevada. An early morning frost delayed the starting of the field, resulting in selection of the winning team on the basis of 27 holes instead of two full rounds.

The total number of foot imprints is not the basic reason for closing a course (although this is certainly a consideration); rather, the superintendent is concerned about the damage done to the individual leaf blades within each imprint. If conditions are such that individual cells within the leaves contain ice crystals, it is almost certain that these cells will be ruptured when trod upon. When enough cells are ruptured, the leaf blade will die or, at best, be severely injured.

Playerkill is reflected in a slight depression of the turf which produces the much-hated “bouncing ball” type of putt. Worse yet, it becomes practically impossible to maintain a true-line putt—regardless of how well the ball is stroked. These are just two of the short-term undesirable effects of playerkill on frosted or frozen turf.

Long-term effects

More serious—and of importance to all persons interested in the golf course—are the long-term effects of playerkill; those which persist until weather conditions are such that vigorous turf growth resumes, and the damage heals over. A few words of caution are really necessary at this point—these long-term effects can occur just as easily on overseeded bermudagrass greens as they can on bentgrass greens.

Temperature requirements

To the superintendent, the reasons are obvious; if playerkill occurs relatively
late in the growing season when soil temperatures are low, the chances of reseeding or renovation procedures being successful will be very poor. True, the grasses used for overseeding (or reseeding) purposes are of the "cool season" types, but they, like all living organisms, have definite temperature requirements which must be met in order for them to germinate, grow and mature.

Playerkill is not to be taken lightly by any green chairman, golf professional, club manager or golf course superintendent. Without true putting surfaces and near-flawless turf that all golfers seem to demand, the over-all operation of the golf club is bound to suffer.

Poor turf results

Simply stated, poor quality turf results in fewer players, which, in turn, leads to lower sales potential for the golf professional, reduced food and beverage sales in the clubhouse and increased headaches for the green chairman.

The need for closing a frosted or frozen course boils down to a clear understanding of all factors involved. Once these factors are placed in the proper perspective it becomes obvious that the superintendent, with his agronomic knowledge and expertise, is the one club representative who should bear the responsibility and authority for such a decision.

Notify club representatives

In addition, it should also be the superintendent's responsibility to ensure that other club representatives are notified immediately as to his decision so that the golfing membership can be informed. Finally, the superintendent must watch the course conditions very carefully so that he can reopen the course as soon as weather conditions permit.

How about it? Is the price paid for one round of golf on frosted or frozen greens worth all the potential trouble mentioned above?

*With acknowledgements to "The Golf Superintendent"

---

**ROLFE'S MINI-TRACTORS LTD**

WINCHESTER HILL, ROMSEY ( ), HANTS.

TELEPHONE: ROMSEY 3185
SITUATIONS VACANT

HEAD GREENKEEPER

This post became vacant in January, 1971. Salary by negotiation, not less than £1,350 per annum. Free unfurnished bungalow adjoining the course.

Three Courses—(a) Dunluce Championship Course 6,850 yds.
(b) Valley Course 6,250 yds.
(c) 9 hole Course 1,350 yds.

This is an opportunity for a first-class man to improve his status. Assistantce may be given with removals.

Applications in writing with references and full details of experience to:
The Secretary/Manager, ROYAL PORTRUSH GOLF CLUB, Portrush, Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland. Tel. Portrush 2311.

HEAD GREENKEEPER REQUIRED.
Wages according to experience. Cottage available on the Course. Applications giving full details of experience, present employment, etc., to the Secretary, Haydock Park Golf Club, Golborne Park, Newton le Willows, Lancs.

HEAD GREENKEEPER REQUIRED immediately for new Golf and Country Club now being constructed in mid-Essex. First class, fully experienced man able to take sole responsibility for golf course, prepare cost budgets, etc., would be offered excellent salary with new house provided. Apply in writing to the Secretary, Three Rivers Golf and Country Club, c/o Heycroft Holdings Limited, 687/691 London Road, Westcliff.

SANDY LODGE GOLF CLUB require a First Assistant Greenkeeper with knowledge of greenkeeping and course maintenance. Rent- and rate-free three-bedroomed house available on course.
Applicants should apply in writing to the Course Manager, Sandy Lodge Golf Club, Northwood, Middlesex.

FOR FAST GREENS
FIT A GRASS COMB TO YOUR MOWER

STEWART & CO., FINE TURF SPECIALISTS EDINBURGH, EH2 2AY
APRIL 21st Southern Section’s visit to Fisons.  
22nd North-East Section Spring Tournament.

MAY 4th Midland Section Spring Tournament.  
6th Southern Section Spring Tournament.  
11th North-West Section Spring Tournament.

JUNE 24th President’s Team v Midland Section Match.

Introducing

HUXLEYS HIRE  
for the professional user

Sometimes the purchase of equipment is not economic. We can now offer for hire specialised machinery for that seasonal job. Why not write or telephone us and ask for details.

* We still sell and service all the best equipment, of course!

Huxleys  
GARDEN MACHINERY

NEW ADDRESS:  
22-26 Church St., Staines Middx. Tel: Staines 51123 (3 lines)  
Also at The Dean, New Alresford, Hants. Tel: Alresford 3222

SOME OF THE MACHINERY AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
- TURF CUTTERS
- SPIKERS
- ROUGH GRASS CUTTERS
- SPRAYERS
- CHAIN SAWS
- SOIL SHREDDERS & SIFTERS
- POST HOLE BORERS
- TREE WINCHES
- ROLLERS
- CULTIVATORS
News

from the Sections

NORTH-EAST

By G. Jeffries

Chairman: Hon. Secretary:
J. SIMPSON 55 Brackenfield Road, Framwell Gate Moor, Durham.

In Memoriam

It is with deep regret that I have to inform members of the death of J. L. Lowery, for many years head greenkeeper of Ravensworth Golf Club. As many members will know, Les had to retire before his time owing to ill health. At our golf meetings he did a wonderful job in looking after score cards, and all the money involved with meals and sweeps. This man was in real pain with his complaint, sometimes at these Tournaments, but would keep it from us.

Les was a wonderful member, he took a keen interest in the running of the North East Section, nothing was too much for him to do, and I personally will miss him as a friend as a man to turn to when in need of advice, as will many other members of the section.

On behalf of all the members of the North East Section, I would like to extend our deepest sympathy to Mrs Lowery and relations, in their great loss.

Spring Competition

In case members did not receive the February Journal owing to the past postal strike, as I did not enter the venue of the Spring Competition in this journal, it will take place at Durham City Golf Club on Thursday, 22nd April 1971. This will be an 18 hole event, starting time around 1 p.m. I would like to see as many members as possible come along, thank you.
switch to each green in the mornings and the dew is removed without caning or switching. This method is common practice in the States, the speaker said, and by at least one member present.

Mr Barnes acquainted us with some facts and points of interest. Advisable bore for mains pipe for pop ups, two-three inches. The longer the run the larger the bore to offset friction loss. Larger bore pipes can be fitted to one inch meters.

To produce the equivalent of a half inch of rain a small sprinkler takes one hour ten minutes per day, large sprinkler, 30 minutes and pop ups 10 minutes per day. A telephone system via the salonoid wire could be fitted for as little as £100 extra.

Question time was a lively affair and several members were against pop ups because of increasement of thatch and the disruption of existing drains during P.U. pipe laying. The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to Mr Barnes from our Chairman who also apologised for the absence of our President, Mr Jack Wallace-Arthur. We all wish a speedy recovery to Mrs J. Wallace-Arthur. Our thoughts and best wishes also go to Frank Brittin in the hope that he will soon be fit and well again.

Spring Tournament

The Annual Spring Tournament will be held at the Hadley Golf Club on THURSDAY, 6th MAY, and will be a 36 hole Medal Competition. Members must be up to date with their subscriptions to enter and should write in to me stating NAME, CLUB and LOWEST HANDICAP. CLOSING DATE, MONDAY, 19th APRIL. Nearest Station COCKFOSTERS, with a two mile bus journey to the club. First Year Competitors will play from scratch. May I remind last year's cup winners to bring back their trophies with them or to make sure they are at Hadley Wood by the 6th May.

New Members

A warm welcome to the following new members: John Shaw (Ransomes), T. F. Foster (Maidenhead), and R. H. Burnham, P. Dearman, and M. J. Mulligan of Hadley Wood.

A.G.M.

The Annual General Meeting will take place at the Stirling Castle on Wednesday, 26th May at 6.30 p.m. All members welcome.

FOR HIRE

SISIS AUTOTURFMAN AERATOR, £25 per week — do it yourself. For contract prices telephone Burnell, Eaglescliffe 3647.

Trip to Fisons

The trip to Fisons will take place on Wednesday, 21st April. The meeting place is Charing Cross Underground Station on the Embankment side at 8 a.m.

Autumn Tournament

A note for your diaries, the Autumn Tournament has been arranged for Wednesday, 8th September, at Walton Heath.

Spring Meeting

Our Spring Meeting will be held at the St. Mellons Golf Club, St. Mellons, nr. Cardiff, on Tuesday, 4th May 1971. Will, and I mean will, all members intending to attend please let me have their entry by the 25th April so that I can make sure that all are catered for. Thanking you.

A.G.M.

I hope to have the dates for the A.G.M. and the Autumn Meeting in my next notes.

Lectures

Our thanks are due to Mr McCogan of Flymo Institutional Division, Mr Mitchell and Mr Harrison of Cheshire Light Tractors for the very interesting and entertaining talk and films on the Flymo and Toro range of grass cutting machines which appertain to green-keeping. Our thanks also for the refreshments provided. Thank you gentlemen once again.

Spring Tournament

The Spring Tournament will take place as stated in previous journals, at the Romilly Golf Club, Cheshire, on Tuesday, 11th May 1971. Will all members who intend to take part please inform me at the earliest moment so that I can complete catering arrangements. It will be a 27-hole event—nine in the morning and 18 in the afternoon. A visitors competition of 18 holes will be run in the after-
noon—one visitor per member. Tee off 9.15 a.m. The A.G.M. will be held in the evening after the evening meal. Please let us have a good attendance.

In Memorium

It is with great regret that I have to inform members of the tragic death of one of our younger members of the section, P. K. Carless of Denton Golf Club, who was killed in a motor cycling accident. Owing to the postal strike I have only the bare facts available and these I owe to Mr O. P. Jones of Bramhall. On behalf of all members I would like to extend to his parents our deepest sympathy in their great loss.

New Members

We welcome to the section the following new member and hope his association with the section will be a long and happy one: L. Scott of Manchester Golf Club — home address Hopwood Cottage, Middleton, Manchester.

the turf-cutter that's different!

AUTO-CUTTER & TURFMAN

A self-propelled turf-cutter with depth adjustment that cuts turf at 90 feet per minute and up to 2 inches thick. Not so different? But that's only half the story. The Sisis Auto-Cutter will take a range of standard Sisis Turfman implements for slitting, brushing or raking turf. Versatile enough to be used the year round for turf maintenance as well as turf cutting! Now that's different.

Write for full details

MIDLAND

Chairman: G. Hall (Gay Hill)
Hon. Secretary: 
4 Burton Old Road, Streethay, Lichfield, Staffs.

Spring Tournament

The Annual Spring Tournament will be held at the Whittington Barracks Golf Club on Tuesday, 4th May 1971, by kind permission of the Captain and Committee. Please let me have all entries at least one week before the Tournament.

Congratulations

I would like to extend the best wishes of all Midland members to Mr Bretherton on the occasion of his marriage on April 5th and hope that future years will bring much happiness to our President and Mrs Bretherton.

Annual Match at Handsworth

The Annual Match versus the President's Team will take place on Thursday evening, June 24th, at the Handsworth Golf Club. Once again, I hope to see a good turn-out from greenkeepers for this splendid event.

New Appointment

J. E. Twigger has recently been appointed head greenkeeper to the Evesham Golf Club. Our best wishes for a long and successful future.
FOR THE BEST IN SPORTICULTURE

Exclusive to us

VERDANT

a range of seeds and fertilisers suitable for use on ANY TYPE OF SOIL, the results of years of patient research under all playing conditions.

A choice of FIVE seed mixes for golf courses and EIGHT seed mixes for Bowling Greens, Tennis Courts, Cricket Squares and Outfields, Hockey pitches, Football pitches and Recreation Grounds.

A choice of THREE fertilisers for use during the whole season — contact us now for full details. A complete range of straight fertilisers always in stock — can be mixed to your own specification.

PROCTOR

netting — exclusive to us for use at all sporting occasions — Football, Hockey, Cricket, Tennis, Lacrosse, Netball, Basketball.

We offer a complete Net Renovation service which includes re-dipping if necessary.

Write to us now for a catalogue giving full information

T. PARKER & SONS (Turf Management) LTD.

THE INDEPENDENT FAMILY FIRM WITH THE PERSONAL SERVICE

Tel: 01-377 0861 (10 lines) 01-377 7791
The '73" cut' Junior Motor Triple is the latest addition to the Ransomes family of power-driven gang mowers. A compact weather-beater with ample power where you want it—at the cutting cylinders.

Low cost, high work-rate performance with a minimum of operator fatigue will appeal to Golf Course Administrators responsible for the cutting of golf course tees and approaches.

Power driven cylinders take the 'drag' out of mowing. Wet or dry, you can go gang mowing.

Keep a step ahead with Ransomes, pioneers of power-driven gang mowing.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich

All 3 cutters power driven.
Cutters may be raised or lowered into work while moving.
Car type steering. Easy-to-reach controls.
Variable cutting speeds 1 to 4 m.p.h.
Road speed 6 m.p.h.
Rugged 4-stroke petrol engine.
Electric starting optional extra.
Fine, 60 cuts per yard cutting.

RANSOMES

Printed by Lindsay & Co. Ltd., Edinburgh, for "The British Golf Greenkeeper"